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whose mission is to deliver high-quality custom enamelware 
and enamel signs, all handmade in Europe.

We’ve produced hundreds of thousands custom enamelware 
for clients all over the world. Among coffee roasteries, 
outdoor shops or museums we worked with brands like 
Marshall, Redbull or Dickies. We are able to offer rare 
shapes, some of which have been designed and produced 

over 100 years ago.

A classic steel form combined with a modern original artwork, 
together creating a phenomenal and unforgettable effects. 
This is what makes our enamelware one of a kind. We are 
cultivating the heritage of the great art of enameling and we 

are proud to offer premium quality products to our clients.

We’re making the world fall in love with custom enamelware 
since 2013.

COMPANIES THAT PUT THEIR TRUST IN US
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review written by
Caroline from Conquer Lake District

„Thank you so much to all the team for 
bringing my designs to life. 

I know that Emalco Enamelware is the best 
of the best at enamelware,but the mugs 
are even better than what I had hoped for. 

Thank you so much.”

review written by
Laurie from Toad in the Hole Studio

„We just received the mugs and they look 
great! The packaging was fantastic and 
they are in perfect condition! We are so 

happy with them! 

I can’t thank you enough for your help and 
your kindness in assisting usthrough the 

entire process. 

We hope to order again someday 
with different artwork. Thank you again!”

review written by
Jamie from Diskette Ideas

„Good afternoon, this morning our mugs 
arrived, we were very pleased with them!

Amazingly high quality, great finish, 
vibrant colours. Also we like the little 

imperfections that show it is handmade.

Thanks again!”

review written by
Elise from Maille a Part

„Just wanted to let you know that the mugs 
arrived safely!

They are beautiful, I am very very happy 
with them! Quality is super great, packa-

ging perfect! It's a really great job!

Thank you for everything, I've really appre-
ciated that you were very fast answering 
emails, and always answer my questions! 

Let's sell these awesome mugs now!”

review written by
José from Sol y Tierra

„I reach out to tell you that I’m over the moon 
excited about the quality oft he beautiful work 
Emalco did to bring my brand to life with these 

gorgeous coffee mugs! 

I’m in love with them and so are my customers. 
When they come in for a haircut they leave with 

a beautiful coffee mug.

From the bottom of my heart, I want to thank 
you for working with me and being so friendly. 
Being a very small business, I never expected a 
company like Emalco to be so gracious towards 
me. I look forward to doing more business with 

you in the future.”review written by
Øystein Hauge

„Many thanks for an excellent collaboration on 
the production of our beautiful emalco mugs. 

Received them today. In perfect condition, and 
exactly as we thought they would be! 

We will of course get back to you for new 
orders later.”
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What matters to us is reducing our environmental impact 
on the world. 

That’s why we are working only with shipping companies 
that share our goal – FedEx, UPS, DPD.

We are committed to ensuring that the enamel goods that 
we produce not only help our customers build their brand 
image, but also make a real, positive impact on the planet.

In 2023 we take up the challenge to plant one tree for 
every custom order placed. 

 Create your custom enamelware with us while taking care 
of our home, Earth. Let’s plant a forest together!

Emalco Enamelware maintains high safety standards 
and performs thorough quality checks. Our enamelware 
is non-toxic and safe for your health. Tested in local 

laboratories, meets strict EU and FDA standards.

At Emalco we care about 
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timelesshandmade
safe for

your health

resistant 
to rust

resistant 
to abrasion

resistant 
to UV

easy to cleannon-toxic freezer safe

stove safefridge safe induction safe

dishwasher safeoven safe campfire safe



APPLYING DESIGN

CUTTING AND SHAPING

welding 
handles
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cutting of 
the metal disc

punching 
mold

washing
quality 
control

enamel coat
priming

drying
quality 
control

firing
quality 
control

enameling
internal color

drying
enameling

exterior color
drying

enameling edges
and handles

firing
quality 
control

quality 
control

manual application
of ceramic decals

dryingfiring

PRIMING

ENAMELING

MAKE OUR ENAMELWARE TRULY YOURS.
Pick from thousands of color combinations. 

Add your own graphics. Create an amazing project.

At Emalco you can choose the enamel colors for each part 
of the dish as well as the artwork and its placement. Then 
it's our role to bring your enamelware to life just as you 

want it and make it truly yours.

Every product of Emalco Enamelware is handmade by the 
skilled hands of people, not by machines, so each piece is 
one of a kind. The manufacturing process is demanding 

and complex,because our products are made to last. 

THAT'S WHY OUR PRODUCTION TIME IS USUALLY 6-10 WEEKS.
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Choose the quantity

Pick enamel colors Upload your design*

Pick gadgets 
and packaging option

Submit your order 
at emalco@emalco.com

Choose the dish/sign

*Please use our dielines from the catalog to create it. Click the arrow 
button      to download, located next to each product presented below. 
If you need any help in the designing process, feel free to email us. 
Save the graphics as a vector in .pdf, .eps or .ai file. Please use colors from 

the color chart only.� 

NEED ANY HELP? 
Call at +48 730 003 580 or contact us via e-mail at emalco@emalco.com
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7 cm | 2.8 in 

8 cm | 3.1 in 

9 cm | 3.5 in 

250 ml | 8.5 oz 65 mm | 2.5 in

350 ml | 11.8 oz 75 mm | 2.9 in

500 ml | 16.9 oz 85 mm | 3.3 in

6 cm | 2.4 in 

7 cm | 2.8 in 

10 cm | 3.9 in 

12 cm | 4.7 in 

150 ml | 5.0 oz 55 mm | 2.2 in

250 ml | 8.5 oz 65 mm | 2.5 in

650 ml | 22.0 oz 90 mm | 3.5 in

1000 ml | 33.8 oz 100 mm | 3.9 in

8 cm | 3.1 in 

9 cm | 3.5 in 

350 ml | 11.8 oz 75 mm | 2.9 in

500 ml | 16.9 oz 85 mm | 3.3 in

CUSTOMIZED FOR 
RedBull, Marshall, Tentree, Tracksmith, 

The Barn Coffee Roasters and many more

restaurants hotels artists souvenir
shops

clothing
brands

tea
shops

wedding
favors

alcohol
brands institutions events cosmetics

brands
motor

industry

outdoor
brands

coffee
shops

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/MUG-6-cm-%E2%80%A2-2.4-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/MUG-7-cm-%E2%80%A2-2.8-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/MUG-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/MUG-9-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.5-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/MUG-10-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.9-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/MUG-12-cm-%E2%80%A2-4.7-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/BELLIED-MUG-7-cm-%E2%80%A2-2.8-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/BELLIED-MUG-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/BELLIED-MUG-9-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.5-in-dieline.pdf


CUSTOMIZED FOR 
Phoebe Wahl, La Sentía, Fram Museum and many more
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10 cm | 3.9 in 400 ml | 13.5 oz 100 mm | 3.9 in

12 cm | 4.7 in 1300 ml | 44.0 oz 170 mm | 6.7 in

restaurants hotels artists souvenir
shops

clothing
brands

tea
shops

wedding
favors

alcohol
brands institutions events cosmetics

brands
motor

industry

outdoor
brands

coffee
shops

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/LATTE-MUG-10-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.9-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/COFFEE-POT-12-cm-%E2%80%A2-4.7-in-dieline.pdf


CUSTOMIZED FOR 
Unyoked, RepYourWater, La Marzocco, Baitbox and many more
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8 cm | 3.1 in 

9 cm | 3.5 in 

10 cm | 3.9 in 

300 ml | 10.1 oz 82 mm | 3.2 in

350 ml | 11.8 oz 90 mm | 3.5 in

400 ml | 13.5 oz 100 mm | 3.9 in

restaurants artists souvenir
shops

alcohol
brandseventsoutdoor

brands

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/TUMBLER-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/TUMBLER-9-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.5-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/TUMBLER-10-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.9-in-dieline.pdf
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17 cm | 6.7 in 15 mm | 0.6 in

24 cm | 9.5 in 24 mm | 2.8 in

24 cm | 9.5 in 600 ml | 20.2 oz 45 mm | 1.8 in

30 cm | 11.8 in 15 mm | 0.6 in

14 cm | 5.5 in 900 ml | 30.4 oz 80 mm | 3.1 in

restaurants hotels eventsoutdoor
brands

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/SIDE-PLATE-17-cm-%E2%80%A2-6.7-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/DINNER-PLATE-24-cm-%E2%80%A2-9.5-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/DEEP-PLATE-24-cm-%E2%80%A2-9.5-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/TRAY-30-cm-%E2%80%A2-11.8-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/SAUCEPAN-14-cm-%E2%80%A2-5.5-in-dieline.pdf
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10 cm | 3.9 in 

14 cm | 5.5 in 

18 cm | 7.1 in 

280 ml | 9.5 oz 56 mm | 2.2 in

750 ml | 25.4 oz 76 mm | 3.0 in

1600 ml | 54.1 oz 96 mm | 3.8 in

14 cm | 5.5 in 

18 cm | 7.1 in 

20 cm | 7.9 in 

200 ml | 6.8 oz 40 mm | 1.6 in

600 ml | 20.8 oz 50 mm | 2.0 in

700 ml | 23.7 oz 55 mm | 2.2 in

14 cm | 5.5 in 900 ml | 30.4 oz 80 mm | 3.1 in

CUSTOMIZED FOR 
Rosewood Hotels & Resorts, Chefs Hall, Simon Fraser University,

KEN FULK, Treeline Outdoors and many more

restaurants hotels eventsoutdoor
brands

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/RICE-BOWL-10-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.9-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/RICE-BOWL-14-cm-%E2%80%A2-5.5-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/RICE-BOWL-18-cm-%E2%80%A2-7.1-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/WIDE-BOWL-14-cm-%E2%80%A2-5.5-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/WIDE-BOWL-18-cm-%E2%80%A2-7.1-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/WIDE-BOWL-20-cm-%E2%80%A2-7.9-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/CONICAL-BOWL-14-cm-%E2%80%A2-5.5-in-dieline.pdf
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8 cm | 3.1 in 

9 cm | 3.5 in 

10 cm | 3.9 in 

350 ml | 11.8 oz 110 mm | 4.3 in

500 ml | 16.9 oz 136 mm | 5.4 in

650 ml | 13.5 oz 145 mm | 5.7 in

CUSTOMIZED FOR 
Natali Koromoto, Tuesday Bassen, 

Phoebe Wahl, Fram and many more

artiststea
shops

outdoor
brands

coffee
shops

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/CONTAINER-WITH-LID-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/CONTAINER-WITH-LID-9-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.5-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/CONTAINER-WITH-LID-10-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.9-in-dieline.pdf
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CUSTOMIZED FOR 
Beito Husky, Henningsvær Souvenir and many more

16 cm | 6.3 in 

18 cm | 7.1 in 

600 ml | 20.3 oz 60 mm | 2.3 in

1000 ml | 33.8 oz 70 mm | 2.8 in

Non-slip enamel bowl for your fluffy friend, food safe 
and easy to clean. 

Made to be your pet's favorite bowl.

souvenir
shops

pet
stores

outdoor
brands

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/PET-BOWL-16-cm-%E2%80%A2-6.3-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/PET-BOWL-18-cm-%E2%80%A2-7.1-dieline.pdf
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CUSTOMIZED FOR 
 Lush Fresh Handmade Cosmetics, Natural Spa Supplies Ltd

10 x 8 cm | 3.9 x 3.1 in 

This enamel soap dish comes in two pieces. One part 
has holes for drainage and the bottom piece collects 

the drips. A perfect duo with our tumbler. 

hotels cosmetics
brands

barber
shops

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/SOAP-DISH-dieline.pdf


14 cm | 5.5 in 900 ml | 30.4 oz 80 mm | 3.1 in

one 
million

jasmineunscented

pumpkin
 pie

green
 tea

freshly
cut grass

Do you care about the environment?
Is your company eco-friendly? 

Are you looking for something really special?

Fill your custom enamel mugs with soy wax!

Add original and eco-friendly candles to your brands offer. 
Once the candle has been thoroughly enjoyed, the mug 

can be used as a regular coffee mug.

Choose your favourite scent:
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CUSTOMIZED FOR 
 Le Labo de Piwi, Lil BUB, FForest, Rosewood Hotels & Resorts, 

Designparken and many more

restaurants hotels souvenir
shops

outdoor
brands

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/CANDLE-HOLDER-dieline.pdf
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premium

standard standard standard standard

white

cream PMS 468C

PMS 7506Cbanana

apricot PMS 136C

PMS 1505Corange

carmine red PMS 485C

PMS 187Ccoral red

cool mint PMS 628C

PMS 345Cpea

teal PMS 3155C

PMS 372Cpastel green

pale green PMS 587C

PMS 364Cchrome green

forest green PMS 560C

PMS 2365Cpink

eggplant PMS 518C

PMS 497Cdark brown

light blue speckled PMS 2707C

PMS 278Cpastel blue

sky blue PMS 284C

PMS 2746Cindigo

prussian blue PMS 2955C

PMS 2955Cprussian blue speckled

steel blue

grey

PMS 289C

PMS 429C

black

black

cream PMS 468C

PMS 7506Cbanana

apricot PMS 136C

PMS 1505Corange

carmine red PMS 485C

PMS 187Ccoral red

cool mint PMS 628C

PMS 345Cpea

teal PMS 3155C

PMS 372Cpastel green

pale green PMS 587C

PMS 364Cchrome green

forest green PMS 560C

PMS 2365Cpink

eggplant PMS 518C

PMS 497Cdark brown

light blue speckled PMS 2707C

PMS 278Cpastel blue

sky blue PMS 284C

PMS 2746Cindigo

prussian blue PMS 2955C

PMS 2955Cprussian blue speckled

steel blue

grey

PMS 289C

navy blue PMS 289C

PMS 429C

white

black

cream PMS 468C

PMS 107Cyellow

PMS 1505Corange

carmine red PMS 485C

PMS 628Ccool mint

teal PMS 3155C

PMS 364Cchrome green

forest green PMS 560C

PMS 2365Cpink

dark brown PMS 497C

PMS 278Cpastel blue

navy blue PMS 2765C

PMS 429Cgrey

white

black

cream PMS 468C

PMS 7506Cbanana

light beige PMS 726C

PMS 497Cdark brown

chrome green PMS 364C

PMS 560Cforest green

navy blue PMS 2765C

white

premium

PMS 2365Cpink

eggplant PMS 518C

PMS 278Cpastel blue

standard

black

cream PMS 468C

PMS 7506Cbanana

light beige PMS 726C

PMS 497Cdark brown

teal PMS 3155C

white

inside

handle

rim

outside
The colors and Pantone symbols in our catalog are as 
close to the enamel colors as we could choose. However, 
please, keep in mind that the enamel color of the product 
might vary from what you can see here. There may 
appear a slight difference between shades of enamel 
among one order.

premium

any pantone solid coated color
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Custom enamel gadgets are not only great for simple 
promotion using your logo or brand name, but also for 

something more creative. 

Maybe you would like to share your catchy slogan or some 
educational info? You can do it all with Emalco!

A wide range of shapes and sizes of enamel gadgets is just 
enough to fit pretty much anything you would like, to show 
the nature of your brand. Simple or colorful and eye-catching?  

You decide and we make it unforgettable.

25x25x25 cm | 9.8x9.8x9.8 in 

Ø 15 cm | Ø 5.9 in

12x8 cm | 4.7x3.1 in 

17x12 cm | 6.7x4.7 in 

30x8 cm | 11.8x3.1 in 

CUSTOMIZED FOR 
Wild Feminist, Indian Summer 17, 

Conquer Lake District and many more

souvenir
shops institutions motor

industry
clothing
brands

outdoor
brands

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/RECTANGLE-SIGN-12x8-cm-%E2%80%A2-4.7x3.1-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/RECTANGLE-SIGN-17x12-cm-%E2%80%A2-6.7x4.7-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/RECTANGLE-SIGN-30x8-cm-%E2%80%A2-11.8x3.1-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/TRIANGLE-SIGN-25x25x25-cm-%E2%80%A2-9.8x9.8x9.8-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/CIRCLE-SIGN-O-15-cm-%E2%80%A2-O-5.9-in-dieline.pdf
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6x4 cm | 2.4x1.6 in 

8x8x8 cm | 3.1x3.1x3.1 in 

Ø 6 cm | Ø 2.4 in

8x2 cm | 3.1x0.8 in 

12.5x4 cm | 4.9x1.6 in 

6x4 cm | 2.4x1.6 in 

8x2 cm | 3.1x0.8 in 

CUSTOMIZED FOR 
Customized for Wicked North Gear, Thomson's Coffee, 

Henningsvaer Souvenirs and many more

souvenir
shops institutions motor

industry
clothing
brands

outdoor
brands

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/RECTANGLE-MAGNET-6x4-cm-%E2%80%A2-2.4x1.6-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/RECTANGLE-MAGNET-8x2-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1x0.8-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/RECTANGLE-MAGNET-12.5x4-cm-%E2%80%A2-4.9x1.6-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/TRIANGLE-MAGNET-8x8x8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1x3.1x3.1-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/CIRCLE-MAGNET-O-6-cm-%E2%80%A2-O-2.4-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/RECTANGLE-KEYRING-6x4-cm-%E2%80%A2-2.4x1.6-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/RECTANGLE-KEYRING-8x2-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1x0.8-in-dieline.pdf
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The colors and Pantone symbols in our catalog are as 
close to the enamel colors as we could choose. However, 
please, keep in mind that the enamel color of the product 
might vary from what you can see here. There may 
appear a slight difference between shades of enamel 
among one order.

standard

bisque PMS 7527C

PMS 4625Cchocolate brown

princeton orange PMS 7578C

PMS 604Cdeep lemon

mordant red PMS 187C

PMS 7421Cburgundy

india green PMS 575C

PMS 7743Cdark green

hunter green PMS 5605C

PMS 7459Ccobalt blue

dark blue PMS 7693C

PMS 534Cdeep navy

old silver PMS 445C

PMS 8Ccool gray

white

black
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CUSTOMIZED FOR 
 Dogtown Coffee, Proton, Sip Coffee, 

SYNLAB, Bird Collective and more

restaurants hotels artists souvenir
shops

clothing
brands

tea
shops

wedding
favors

alcohol
brands institutions events cosmetics

brands
motor

industry

outdoor
brands

coffee
shops

8 cm | 3.1 in 400 ml | 13.5 oz 80 mm | 3.1 in

white with
 black rim

black with
white rim

black with 
black rim

Pantone Solid Coated 
color graphics

ready in 
3-5 weeks

black or white
color mugs

Don't have enough time to wait for our standard offer mugs 
and want your custom mugs in a really short time? 

Choose our Quick Offer range 
and have your mugs in 3-5 weeks! 

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/BASIC-MUG-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-white-black-rim-inside-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/BASIC-MUG-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-black-white-rim-inside-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/BASIC-MUG-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-black-black-rim-inside-dieline.pdf
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restaurants hotels artists souvenir
shops

clothing
brands

tea
shops

wedding
favors

alcohol
brands institutions events cosmetics

brands
motor

industry

outdoor
brands

coffee
shops

Don't have enough time to wait for our standard offer mugs 
and want your custom mugs in a really short time? 

Choose our Quick Offer range 
and have your mugs in 3-5 weeks! 

8 cm | 3.1 in 390 ml | 13.2 oz 80 mm | 3.1 in

white 
with black rim

light cream 
with black rim

Pantone Solid Coated 
color graphics

ready in 
3-5 weeks

white or light 
cream color mugs

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/BASIC-MUG-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-white-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/BASIC-MUG-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-light-cream-dieline.pdf


Choose your material

circle, rectangle or contour cut

circle, rectangle or contour cut

wooden
cork

plywood cardboard acrylic

birch
wood

maple
wood

oak
wood

walnut
wood

max size 1000x680 mm | 39.4x26.7 in

max height 280 mm | 11.1 in
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https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/HANG-TAG-LASER-GADGETS-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/COASTER-LASER-GADGETS-dieline.pdf
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Choose your color

We insert a care tag with our logo in each item. If you don’t 
need one, mention it when placing your order.

If you're interested in colorful packaging options - contact us.

If you don’t decide on any form of premium packaging, we’ll 
pack your enamelware in a standard, safe bulk packaging, each 

product wrapped individually in craft paper.

If you don't want a regular box, you can choose our colorful 
wavy cardboard boxes.

Everything is packed with the use of sustainable 
and recyclable materials.

DOUBLE AND GIFT BOX

WAVY CARDBOARD BOX

*suitable only for 8 cm | 3.1 in standard and bellied mugs

natural blue red yellow green
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10x26 cm | 3.9x10.2 in |  2 mugs

18x25.8 cm | 7.1x10.2 in |  4 mugs

18x38 cm | 7.1x15.0 in |  6 mugs

Give your enamel mugs the perfect package with our 
keepsake wooden boxes.

Add a personal touch to your gift box 
with our laser engraving.

*suitable only for 8 cm | 3.1 in standard and bellied mugs

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/WOODEN-BOX-10x26-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.9x10.2-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/WOODEN-BOX-18x25.8-cm-%E2%80%A2-7.1x10.2-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/WOODEN-BOX-18x38-cm-%E2%80%A2-7.1x15.0-in-dieline.pdf
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1

3

2 10x7 cm | 3.9x2.8 in 7.2x7.2 cm | 2.8x2.8 in 

5x3 cm | 2.0x1.2 in 

circle, rectangle or contour cut

Ø 7 cm | Ø 2.8 in 17x6 cm| 6.7x2.4 in

Personalized stickers with your company logo or information 
about enamelware are an easy, cost-effective way to customize 

your packaging.

If you don’t want a care tag with Emalco logo on it, you can 
always create your own.

A paper hang is a great way to tell about your custom 
enamelware, the mission of your company or to create some 

other unique promotional material.

1

2

3

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/STICKER-10x7-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.9x2.8-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/STICKER-O-7-cm-%E2%80%A2-O-2.8-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/STICKER-5x3-cm-%E2%80%A2-2.0x1.2-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/CARE-TAG-O-7-cm-%E2%80%A2-O-2.8-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/CARE-TAG-17x6-cm-%E2%80%A2-6.7x2.4-in-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/HANG-TAG-PAPER-dieline.pdf
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4

1

3

2

Dimensions for different boxes and bags will be provided by 
our sales team.

Cotton bag for mug 8 cm | 3.1 in 

If you like to stand out and don’t want a paper sticker, choose 
cut out design. Your packaging will be unforgettable for sure.

Box for mug 8 cm | 3.1 in Box for mug 9 cm | 3.5 in 

Stickers' printable surface is too small? No problem! The 
wrapper will give you much more space for all the necessary 

information about your product or company.

Box for mug 8 cm | 3.1 in Box for mug 9 cm | 3.5 in 

Box for mug 10 cm | 3.9 in 

Add some personal connection to your packaging and create 
your custom stamp with us!

Are you a real trendsetter? Then choose our new cotton bags 
and make them really fashionable with customized prints!

Box for mug 8 cm | 3.1 in Box for mug 9 cm | 3.5 in 

Box for mug 10 cm | 3.9 in 

1

2

3

4

https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/CUT-OUT-DESIGN-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-mug-box-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/CUT-OUT-DESIGN-9-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.5-in-mug-box-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/CUT-OUT-DESIGN-10-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.9-in-mug-box-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/WRAPPER-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-mug-box-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/WRAPPER-9-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.5-in-mug-box-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/STAMP-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-mug-box-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/STAMP-9-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.5-in-mug-box-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/STAMP-10-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.9-in-mug-box-dieline.pdf
https://emalco.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/COTTON-BAG-8-cm-%E2%80%A2-3.1-in-mug-box-dieline.pdf
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Do you want your customers to have something special that 
one day they can pass on with pride to their children?

Do you want to bring them exclusive enamelware, all made 
by hand, each one as unique as its designer? 

Do you want to add a personalized touch to packaging and say 
it exactly like you mean it?

Make a limited edition, custom designed products and 
unleash the power of your brand. 

Choose from a range of collectible enamelware that will be 
available only in limited quantities. All handmade, special and 

stylish. Guaranteed to impress.

You can choose various options of customization for your 
limited edition enamelware and their packaging:

custom paper tag or wooden tag 
(inserted inside a mug or hanging of the mug’s handle)

custom engraved wooden box
personalized engraving on your enamelware

stamp, cut out or wrapper

1

1

2

2
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1. SHAPE
(e.g. mug, plate, bowl etc.)

2. SIZE
 (e.g. 8 cm etc.)

3. QUANTITY
(MOQ for enamelware – 200, 

MOQ for enamel gadgets – 100)

4. PACKAGING OPTION 
AND PERSONALIZATION INFORMATION

If your design is not ready yet, please attach the information 
about placement and quantity of graphics that you would 

like to have on your dish.

The production time is dependent on the season. If you’re 
planning to have your enamelware done for some special 
occasion (e.g. Christmas) it will be safe to contact us 
a quarter earlier. Otherwise, the standard lead time is 

usually 6 to 10 weeks.

If you want your mugs in a really short time, you can choose 
our Quick Offer range and have your mugs in 3-5 weeks! 

The lead time for signs is up to 4 weeks.

For more info, please contact us at emalco@emalco.com.
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Contact us at:

or

+48 730 007 580

emalco@emalco.com

make an appointment

https://koalendar.com/e/meet-with-emalco



